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Using Tversky’s contrast model to investigate how features of
similarity affect judgments of likelihood
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Abstract

The representativeness heuristic suggests that similarity judgments provide a basis for judgments of likelihood. We use
Tversky’s (1977) contrast model of similarity to design tests of this underlying mechanism. If similarity is used to judge
likelihood, factors that are known to affect similarity should also affect judgments of likelihood. In two experiments, we
manipulated two such factors described in the contrast model of similarity: the nature of the task and context effects. In a
between-subject design, respondents assessed either similarity of fictive citizens of 15th century Florence, or the likelihood
that they belonged to the same family. The factors that affected similarity also affected the likelihood judgments. These results
support the assumption that similarity is an important contributor to judgments of likelihood.
Keywords: similarity, dissimilarity, context, probability judgment

1 Introduction
Over 40 years ago Kahneman and Tversky (1972) proposed
that judgments of likelihood are sometimes based on rep-
resentativeness, or the similarity of an event to some class
of events. This representativeness heuristic, although often
useful, can lead to departures from normative probability
rules. Relatively little research has been done on investi-
gating whether manipulations of similarity affect likelihood
judgments, as would be expected by the representativeness
heuristic. In a classic set of studies, Bar-Hillel (1982) ex-
amined the relationship between similarity and likelihood
judgments. She used stimuli in which similarity and likeli-
hood did not coincide and found that judgments of likelihood
were strongly related to judgments of similarity. Read and
Grushka-Cockayne (2011) built on her work and showed
that similarity can be used to make accurate judgments of
likelihood.
Here we take a somewhat different route and investi-

gate whether manipulating similarity has similar effects on
both similarity and likelihood judgments. We use Tversky’s
(1977) seminal contrast model of similarity to determine fac-
tors that affect similarity judgments, and test whether they
also influence judgments of likelihood.
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1.1 Contrast model of similarity
Tversky (1977) noted that many items, such as faces, coun-
tries, or personalities, are better described in terms of quali-
tative features than in terms of a small number of quantitative
dimensions. Rather than as point on a continuous dimension,
such items might be better described in terms of presence
or absence of specific features. Accordingly, he proposed a
model in which objects are represented by sets of features,
and similarity judgments depend on how the features match.

Features are usually discrete, often binary variables, but
any dimension can also be represented as nested or overlap-
ping sets of discrete features. The observed similarity of
object a to object b, S(a, b), is a function of their common
features, those that are shared by both a and b, and their
distinctive features, those that belong to one but not to the
other. The theory then expresses similarity as a linear com-
bination, or a contrast, of the measures of their common and
distinctive features:

S(a, b) = θ f (A ∩ B) − α f (A − B) − β f (B − A)

where θ, α, β, ≥ 0. This model allows for a variety of
similarity relations over the same set of objects, depending
on the values of the parameters θ, α, and β. If θ = 1 and α =
β = 0, the similarity of the objects is entirely determined by
their common features. If, on the other hand, θ = 0 and α =
β = 1, the similarity of the objects is determined entirely by
their distinctive features. The scale f reflects prominence or
salience of different features, determining the contribution
of each individual feature to the similarity between objects.1
Bymeans of the parameters θ, α, and β the contrast model

allows people to pay more attention to the objects’ common

1Note that “prominence” has been used to simply describe objects with
more features, without any value-related meaning.
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features when assessing their similarity, and more attention
to their distinctive features when assessing their dissimilar-
ity. As a result, a pair of richly described objects, which are
likely to share many common and many distinctive features,
could be judged to be both more similar and more different
than a pair of less richly described objects, which are likely to
share fewer common and distinctive features. As an example
of such effects of the nature of comparison, Tversky (1977;
Tversky & Gati, 1978, Study 1) showed that countries which
their respondents described as “more prominent” (such as
West and East Germany at the time, or England and Ireland)
were judged to be both more similar and more different than
countries they described as “less prominent” (such as Ceylon
and Nepal, or Pakistan and Mongolia). The results confirm
the hypothesis that the relative weight of common and dis-
tinctive features varies with nature of the comparison. Shafir
(1993), who has extended this paradigm to choices between
different options has shown that more richly described (“en-
riched”) options tend to be both more often chosen and more
often rejected than the less richly described (“impoverished”)
options.
The contrast model is also consistent with context effects

on the judged similarity of objects, because the function f is
sensitive to the context of comparison. Some features have
greater diagnostic value, and affect the judgments of simi-
larity more in certain contexts than in others. In one of the
many demonstrations of these context effects, respondents
were presented with four countries that naturally formed two
clusters (Tversky, 1977; Tversky & Gati, 1978, Study 4).
For example, consider the two sets of four countries, (Eng-
land, Israel, Syria, Iran) and (England, Israel, Syria, France),
which differ only in the fourth country in the list. A natu-
ral grouping in the first case is Syria and Iran as Muslim
countries and England and Iran as non-Muslim countries. A
natural grouping in the second case is Israel and Syria as
Middle-Eastern countries and England and France as Euro-
pean countries. Accordingly, England and Israel are judged
as more similar to each other in the first case than in the
second. Note that somewhat similar effects have been found
in the choice-set effects literature (e.g. Hsee, 1996), where
presence of an additional option changes evaluation of the
existing options.
If the representativeness heuristic for judging likelihood is

based on similarity (Kahneman& Tversky, 1972; Kahneman
& Frederick, 2002), then it should be sensitive to factors that
influence similarity, such as nature of comparison and con-
text effects. To test this idea, we designed two experiments
aimed at exploring these factors. In designing the experi-
ments, we closely followed the methodology of the studies
described in Tversky (1977) and Tversky and Gati (1978). In
what follows, we first describe the methodology shared by
both experiments, and then address them separately.

Figure 1: Description of the study, Experiment 1.

2 General methodology

Materials. Both experiments used fictitious citizens of 15th
century Florence2 identified by Italian names selected from
a list of names online.3 An average respondent knows little
or nothing about the inhabitants of 15th century Florence,
yet the objects – citizens - sound plausible and are suitable
for formulating different tasks (see also Koehler, Brenner,
Liberman & Tversky, 1996).

As features, we used trait adjectives associated with two
broad factors derived from the Big Five Factor Model of
Personality. These factors, Agreeableness and Openness to
Experience, have high loadings on different higher-order fac-
tors (Digman, 1997). We aimed to add or remove traits from
the descriptions of citizens without influencing the mean-
ing/connotations of the remaining traits.

Each citizen was described by a number of trait adjectives,
taken from Goldberg’s (1990) list of 100 clusters of adjec-
tives, which he derived by a factor analysis of 339 adjectives
describing different personality traits (Table 3 in Goldberg,
1990). Average reliability of his clusters was α = .66, and
average pair-wise correlation of trait adjectives within the
clusters was r = .40. We chose eight positive and eight neg-
ative clusters of trait adjectives from each of the two factors
mentioned above. Each citizenwas described by one ormore
trait adjectives belonging to the same cluster, for each of the
two factors. The Appendix provides a complete list of trait
adjectives we used.

Procedure. The questionnaire started with a consent
form, and a few questions on respondents’ demographic char-
acteristics and English language skills. The respondents then
received a short introduction to the study (Figure 1). The
respondents proceeded to answer questions about the exper-
imental items, presented in random order. Respondents had
to answer each item before they could continue to the next
one.

2We were inspired by Padget and Ansell’s (1993) study of social net-
works between families living in Florence in 15th century.

3http://italian.about.com/library/name/blnameindexa.htm.
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Figure 2: An example of an item in Experiment 1.

3 Experiment 1: Nature of compari-
son.

3.1 Hypothesis
According to Tversky’s (1977) contrast model, when judging
similarity among objects, people tend to weigh their com-
mon features more heavily than their distinctive features.
This relative weighting is reversed when judging differences
among objects. As a result, “enriched” pairs of objects, i.e.,
those with both more common and more distinctive features
will be judged as both more similar and more different to
each other than will pairs of “impoverished” objects, i.e.,
those with fewer common and distinctive features. Conse-
quently, if the representativeness heuristic is used to judge
likelihoods, pairs of enriched objects should be judged as
both more and less likely to belong to the same class than
pairs of impoverished objects.

3.2 Method
Respondents. The respondents were recruited either from
the pool of the University of Maryland undergraduate psy-
chology students (n = 54, 76% female), or through online
advertising to the general public (n = 130, 70% female). To
reduce the burden for the latter group, they were asked to
complete only a random half of all experimental items. At
the end of the study, the students were rewarded by course
credit, and the Web respondents were offered a list of poten-
tially interesting links related to judgment, decision-making,
and perception. There were no significant differences be-
tween the two samples so we report pooled results.
Materials. In this experiment, an item consisted of two

pairs of citizens, each described by adjectives associatedwith
the traits of Agreeableness and Openness to Experience. In
one pair six adjectives described each member, three focus-
ing on one trait and three on the other. In the other pair only

two adjectives described each member, one on each trait. An
example of a typical item is shown in Figure 2. By using
clusters of adjectives describing the same trait, respondents
in the enriched conditions arguably received little new in-
formation (according to Goldberg’s 1992 analysis described
above), but via a larger number of adjectives.

Pretest. We generated 160 items consisting of two pairs
of citizens. In order to equate richness of description with
what Tversky called “prominence”, we asked the respondents
to select the pair in each item that “stands out more.” The
sample included 28 undergraduate students of psychology,
tested on computers in our lab, and 57 respondents tested
online, recruited through word of mouth. Across items, the
average percentage of respondents choosing the enriched pair
was 79%. For the main study, we selected 20 items for which
agreement was 100%.

Procedure. Respondents were randomized to four exper-
imental groups (see Table 1, rows). Two groups made sim-
ilarity judgments regarding the pairs of citizens: one group
was asked to assess their similarity (“Choose the pair whose
members are more similar”), while the other assessed their
dissimilarity (“Choose the pair whose members are less
similar”). The other two groups assessed the likelihood that
the citizens from each of the pairs belong to the same family.
Equivalently to the similarity group, one of the groups was
told to “Choose the pair whose members are more likely
to belong to the same family”, while the other was told to
“Choose the pair whose members are less likely to belong
to the same family”. Position of the items on the screen was
counterbalanced – the enriched pair was put above the im-
poverished pair for half of the items. Items were randomized
for each respondent.

3.3 Results
The percentage of respondents choosing the enriched pair
in each of the four conditions is shown in Table 1. If the
nature of comparison does not play any role, wewould expect
that the percentages for each type of judgments sum to 100.
However, the average sums were larger than 100 (t(67)=5.55,
p=.001).
Of particular interest to our study are the judgments of

likelihood. The percentage of respondents who chose the
enriched pair as “more likely to belong to the same family”
and those who chose that same pair as “less likely to be-
long to the same family” summed to 117.8, higher than 100
(t(50)=7.37, p=.001).

4 Experiment 2: Context effects

4.1 Hypothesis
According to the contrast model, objects can be judged to
be more or less similar to each other based on the context
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Table 1: Results of the experimental manipulation of the nature of comparison (averages across 20 items).

Judgments (“Choose the pair whose members are. . . ”) Percentage choosing the enriched pair N

Similarity
“. . . more similar” 49 35
“. . . less similar” 62 33
Sum of the two versions 111 68

Likelihood
“. . . more likely to belong to the same family” 53 30
“. . . less likely to belong to the same family” 65 21
Sum of the two versions 118 51

Version 1

Version 2

Figure 3: An example of items in Experiment 2.

in which they appear. In particular, context can alter the
salience of certain features by changing the natural clustering
of the objects. The same effects should hence be observed
in judgments of likelihood if based on similarity.

4.2 Method
Respondents.. We used AmazonMechanical Turk to recruit
63 respondents for the pretest (29% female) and 118 respon-
dents for the main study (43% female). They were all native
English speakers and most of them were between 25 and 40
years of age.
Materials. The objects and features used to form the

items in this experiment were the same as in Experiment 1.
An item consisted of a quadruple of citizens. Each citizen
was described with four features. Each quadruple had two
versions. Three of the citizenswere the same in both versions
(a, b, and c), while the fourth differed (p or q). Their features
were chosen in such a way that the natural groupings within
the quadruple changed when the fourth citizen was changed.
In one version, the natural groupings were a with b and c

with p, while in the other the natural groupings were awith c
and b with q. Hence, we expected that a would be perceived
as more similar to b than to c in the presence of p, but would
be perceived as more similar to c than to b in the presence
of q. An example is shown in Figure 4. Here, Fiorenza is
citizen a, Amadora b, Rosa c, Gianina p, and Ottavia q.
Pretest. We generated 20 pairs of items, or 40 quadru-

ples in total. In the pretest (equivalent to the one described
in Tversky, 1977; and Tversky & Gati, 1978, study 4), we
checked whether the natural groupings of each quadruple
were in accord with our expectations. The respondents were
asked to divide each quadruple into two most natural pairs.
All quadruples were divided in the expected pairs. The aver-
age percentage of the respondents who grouped the quadru-
ples as expected was 69% (minimum 57%, maximum 83%).

Procedure. Respondents were randomly divided into four
groups and asked questions about the 20 experimental items.
Two of the groups assessed the similarity of the citizens,
and two the likelihood that the citizens were cousins. For
each quadruple, the respondents had to saywhich of the three
citizens – b, c, or p/q, is the most similar to, or the most likely
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to belong to the same family as, the citizen a. Within each
type of judgment, one group of respondents got quadruples
containing citizen p, while the other group got those same
quadruples but with citizen q instead. Citizen a was always
positioned on the top of the page, while the order of the other
three citizens on the page was counterbalanced. Items were
randomized.

4.3 Results
When a quadruple contained citizens a, b, c and p, the ex-
pected groupings were a with b and c with p; when it con-
tained a, b, c and q, the expected groupings were awith c and
b with q. Consequently, in line with Tversky & Gati (1978),
we expected that b would be chosen as the most similar to
a more often in the presence of p than of q, and c would be
chosen as the most similar to a more often in the presence
of q than of p. Accordingly, for likelihood judgments, we
expected that b would be chosen as the most likely to belong
to the same family as a more often in the presence of p than
in the presence of q, and to the same family as c more often
in the presence of q than in the presence of p.
As shown in Table 2, the context manipulation affected

both the similarity and the likelihood judgments. The dif-
ference in the percentage of respondents who chose person
b in the presence of p vs. q was significantly different from
zero for both types of judgments (for similarity, t(19)=3.42,
p=.003; for likelihood, t(19)=5.46, p=.001). The same was
the case for the average difference in the percentage of re-
spondents who chose person c in the presence of q vs. p (for
similarity, t(19)=12.03, p=.001; for likelihood, t(19)=7.98,
p=.001). Average differences were also reliably different
from zero (for similarity, t(19)=10.42, p=.001; for likeli-
hood, t(19)=8.13, p=.001).

5 Discussion
We used Tversky’s (1977) contrast model to develop ma-
nipulations that are known to affect similarity judgments
and tested whether they also influence likelihood judgments.
Results of both experiments were in accord with the repre-
sentativeness heuristic, which holds that judgments of like-
lihood are affected by the similarity of objects.4 One exper-
iment showed that pairs of enriched objects – those defined
with more features — were judged to be both more and less
similar, as well as both more and less likely to belong to

4We also attempted to construct a task that would test the effect of
another factor that can influence similarity, namely the directionality of
comparison. Here, when object a has more features than object b has, the
judged similarity of b to a is greater than that of a to b. (Tversky, 1977;
Tversky & Gati, 1978). However, using our stimulus set, we were not able
to construct items in which one citizen was consistently judged to “stand
out more” than the other and therefore we could not create the conditions
of the test.

the same class. The other experiment showed that context
affects similarity and likelihood judgments in similar ways.

These results provide support for the assumption that judg-
ments of likelihood are based on similarity of objects, in ac-
cord with the studies of Bar-Hillel (1982). Our study is novel
in that it is the first to test whether manipulating similarity
has comparable effects on both judgments of similarity and
judgments of likelihood.

Our results are also in line with those of Nilsson, Olsson
& Juslin (2005; see also Nilsson, Juslin & Olsson, 2008).
They compared three cognitive mechanisms that could un-
derlie probability judgments: (1) representativeness heuris-
tics – modeled as prototype similarity, relative likelihood, or
evidential support accumulation; (2) cue-based relative fre-
quency; and (3) exemplarmemory accounts. They found that
the mechanism based on exemplar memory outperformed
other accounts of probability judgments in a range of tasks.
The exemplar-based mechanism differed from the other ac-
counts in that it responded to both the similarity of an event
to exemplars from other categories, and to the relative fre-
quency of exemplars from other categories.

The idea that manipulating features of objects can affect
both similarity and likelihood judgments has been inves-
tigated in the feature-based categorization literature (e.g.,
Sloman, 1993; Smith & Osherton, 1989). Further studies
could investigate whether feature-based models of induc-
tion could be applied to the types of tasks investigated in
this paper, and enable a more precise understanding of the
underlying processes. Furthermore, it would be useful to in-
vestigate the relationship between similarity and likelihood
judgments using different sets of stimuli, going beyond per-
sons and families, and beyond categorization tasks.

Tenenbaum & Griffiths (2001) analyzed the rational basis
of representativeness using a Bayesian approach. One of
their findings was that similarity-based models can approxi-
mate rational Bayesian models with reasonable accuracy but
require much simpler computations. This result is in line
with the idea that similarity might be used as a heuristic for
probability judgments. Our results, showing that similar-
ity and likelihood judgments track each other seem to be in
accord with these suggestions.

Hertwig & Gigerenzer (1999) warned that the way re-
spondents interpret tasks involving probability judgments
depends on the overall context. When tasks involve cues
that are irrelevant to judgments of likelihood (such as the
description of Linda in Tversky & Kahneman, 1983), re-
spondents may use standard conversational norms (Grice,
1989) and infer that the task involves more than simply eval-
uating mathematical probability of an event. A related issue
might be relevant in our study. In our tasks, the informa-
tion that could have been used to assess the likelihood that
any two guests belong to a particular family (i.e., number of
families and their members present at the party given at the
beginning) was less salient than the information about the
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Table 2: Results of the context manipulation on mean differences in choice proportions (averages across 20 items).

Judgments (“Which of these three persons is. . . ”) % N

Similarity
“. . . most similar to <person a>?”
% choosing b in presence of p − % choosing b in presence of q 10 31
% choosing c in presence of q − % choosing c in presence of p 33 31
Mean difference 22 62

Likelihood
“. . . most likely to be belong to the same family as <person a>?”
% choosing b in presence of p − % choosing b in presence of q 12 27
% choosing c in presence of q − % choosing c in presence of p 29 29
Mean difference 21 56

similarity of personality traits (given on every page). This
is because we tried to emulate the similarity tasks Tversky
used as closely as possible. Had we created a context that
involved more likelihood cues, we might have obtained dif-
ferent results.
Nilsson et al. (2008), showed that subjective probability

depends not only on similarity but also on other factors.
Thus, we close by emphasizing that, while we have shown
that similarity is an important contributor to likelihood judg-
ments, we are not claiming that the two types of judgments
are identical. Clearly, likelihood judgments depend on other
factors in addition to similarity, or might we say in addition
to representativeness.
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Appendix: Trait adjectives used as features

Factors & clusters Trait adjectives – features1

Agreeableness

Positive traits
Cooperation agreeable, cooperative, peaceful
Morality honest, sincere, truthful
Leniency lenient, tolerant, forgiving
Courtesy courteous, polite, tactful
Generosity benevolent, charitable, generous
Flexibility adaptable, flexible, obliging
Modesty humble, modest, unassuming
Warmth affectionate, compassionate, warm
Negative traits
Belligerence antagonistic, quarrelsome, combative
Deceit deceitful, lying, underhanded
Overcriticalness critical, faultfinding, harsh
Rudeness impudent, rude, contemptious
Selfishness greedy, selfish, self-indulgent
Stubbornness bullheaded, obstinate, stubborn
Conceit boastful, conceited, vain
Callousness cold, callous, aloof

Openness to experience - intellect

Positive traits
Intellectuality 1 thoughtful, meditative, philosophical
Intellectuality 2 intellectual, contemplative, introspective
Depth complex, deep, profund
Intelligence bright, intelligent, smart
Creativity 1 artistic, creative, original
Curiosity curious, inquisitive, inquiring
Sophistication 1 cultured, refined, sophisticated
Sophistication 2 cosmopolitan, worldly, world-wise
Negative traits
Unintellectuality 12 simple-minded, obtuse, trivial
Unintellectuality 22 silly, small-minded, one-dimensional
Shallowness shallow, cursory, superficial
Stupidity dull, ignorant, brainless
Unimaginativeness 12prosaic, arid, conventional
Indifference2 indifferent, numb, apathetic
Unsophistication 12 coarse, crude, primitive
Unsophistication 22 provincial, dogmatic, narrow
1 Trait adjectives marked in italics were the ones used in
impoverished conditions in Experiment 1.
2 Because Goldberg’s list (1990; in his Table 3) included
more positive than negative trait adjectives related to the
factor Openness to experience, we added several negative
trait adjectives by finding antonyms for the positive trait
adjectives within this factor. We used Merriam-Webster’s
dictionary available at www.m-w.com.
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